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This is a handbook of practical techniques for making the best possible
interpretation of geological structures at the map scale and for extracting the
maximum amount of information from surface and subsurface maps. Quantitative
methods are emphasized throughout and analytical solutions are given.
Interpretation strategies are defined for GIS or CAD users, yet are simple enough
to be done by hand. This book will help users produce better geological maps,
judge the quality of existing maps, and locate and fix mapping errors.
This book helps a novice to explore the terrain independently. Geoscience
fieldwork with a focus on structural geology and tectonics has become more
important in the last few years from both academic and industrial perspectives.
This book also works as a resource material for batches of students or geological
survey professional undergoing training as parts of their course curriculum.
Industry persons, on the other hand, can get a first-hand idea about what to
expect in the field, in case no academic person is available with the team. This
book focused on structural geology and tectonics compiles for the very first time
terrains from several regions of the globe.
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A modern quantitative approach to structural geology and tectonics for advanced
students and researchers.
Care is taken to define terms rigorously and in a way that is in keeping with
current professional usage. Photographs of structures in the field are included to
emphasize the similarities between structures at outcrop scale and on the scale
of a map. This book is designed to be read without tutorial help alongside
fieldwork. Worked examples are given to assist with the solution of the exercises.
The maps used in exercises have been chosen to provide all of the realism of a
survey map without the huge amount of data often present, so a student can
develop skills without becoming overwhelmed or confused. In particular
emphasis is placed throughout on developing the skill of three-dimensional
visualisation so important to the geologist.
Structural geology has developed at a very rapid pace in recent years. Evolution
of Geological Structures in Micro- to Macro-Scales, covering a wide spectrum of
current research in structural geology from the grain scale to the scale of
orogenic belts and from the brittle to the ductile field, provides an overview of
newly emerging concepts in a single volume. The book covers a wide range of
advances in such broad fields as hydraulic factures, normal faults, overthrusts,
ductile shear zones, rock fabrics, folds, superposed folds and basement
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structures.
A pioneering single-semester undergraduate textbook that balances descriptive
and quantitative analysis of geological structures.
This book has been written in response to While considerable effort has been
made to requests from a number of colleagues in the ensure that the coverage is
comprehensive, it is earth sciences in different parts of the world. not necessarily
exhaustive. Prominent among these are geologists whose The importance
attached to the structural interests lie in the fields of isotopic and analysis of
migmatites (and other complex economic geology and who have a particu
structural associations) stems from the fact larly keen appreciation of the
importance to that resolution of their structural complexity their work of a
thorough understanding of the has such a significant bearing on many aspects
structural relationships in rocks, especially of geology, both academic and
economic. where such rocks, like migmatites, have a long Examples of some of
these applications are and often complex developmental history. listed in Chapter
14. Two particularly impor What these geologists asked for was a guide tant
aspects are that the structural characteris to the methods employed in resolving
the struc tics so identified can be used (1) to correlate tural complexity of
repeatedly deformed rocks between separated rock units with comparable (i. e.
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those affected by 'polyphase' or multiple deformational histories, including
segments deformation), especially in Precambrian base of fragmented
supercontinents, and (2) to ment terranes.
This book will help structural geologists keep abreast of rapid changes in work practices
resulting from the personal computer revolution. It is organized into six parts: I Computer-Aided
Learning; II Microstructural Analysis; III Analysis of Orientation Data; IV Strain and Kinematic
Analysis; V Mathematical and Physical Modeling; VI Structural Mapping and GIS. The 45
contributing authors explain how to: set up computer-aided teaching and learning facilities on a
low budget; illustrate tectonic strain concepts with a drawing program; integrate multimedia
presentations into structural coursework; analyze microstructures with computer-aided
microscopy; produce sophisticated stereonets with custom software for both the Mac and IBM
PC; evaluate orientation data using a spreadsheet program; model the development of
macrostructures and microstructures numerically; integrate structural and geophysical data;
and apply PC technology to the production of structural maps, cross sections, and block
diagrams. The editor's own contributions reveal the inner workings of his renowned structural
research applications which are used in hundreds of universities worldwide. Commercial and
non-commercial applications of particular interest to structural geologists are reviewed. This
volume will prove an invaluable resource for professors, instructors, and research students, as
well as research scientists in the public services and exploration industries. If you are such a
person, have you lectured with the aid of a gyroscopic mouse? Or used Bézier curves to model
heterogeneous deformation? Or analyzed a fold structure using a digital terrain model? If not,
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you'll need to rush out and buy this book before the next wave of new technology hits!
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are
interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences".
The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores
and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
This volume reviews our current understanding and ability to model the complex distribution
and behaviour of fault and fracture networks, highlighting their fluid compartmentalizing effects
and storage-transmissivity characteristics, and outlining approaches for predicting the dynamic
fluid flow and geomechanical behaviour of these reservoirs. This collection of 25 papers
provides an overview of recent progress and outstanding issues in the areas of structural
complexity and fault geometry, detection and prediction of faults and fractures,
compartmentalizing effects of fault systems and complex siliciclastic reservoirs and critical
controls affecting fractured reservoirs.
Presents a comprehensive and up-to-date account of the fundamental aspects of structural
geology, emphasising both classical concepts and modern developments. A detailed account
of the techniques of geometrical analysis is provided, giving a sound background to principles
of geological deformation and in-depth analysis of mechanisms of formation of geological
structures. Many new features are included such as detailed discussions on rotation of rigid
inclusions and passive markers, boudinage (including chocolate tablet boudins, foliation
boudins and shear fracture boudins), structural implications of basement-cover relations and
time-relation between crystallation and deformation. The book presents the methods of
structural analysis from microscopic to map scale, describes modern techniques used in field
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and laboratory and offers a balanced picture of modern structural geology as it emerges from
combined field, experimental and theoretical studies.
Lavishly illustrated in color, this textbook takes an applied approach to introduce
undergraduate students to the basic principles of structural geology. The book provides unique
links to industry applications in the upper crust, including petroleum and groundwater geology,
which highlight the importance of structural geology in exploration and exploitation of
petroleum and water resources. Topics range from faults and fractures forming near the
surface to shear zones and folds of the deep crust. Students are engaged through examples
and parallels drawn from practical everyday situations, enabling them to connect theory with
practice. Containing numerous end-of-chapter problems, e-learning modules, and with
stunning field photos and illustrations, this book provides the ultimate learning experience for
all students of structural geology.
The practical application of structural geology in industry is varied and diverse; it is relevant at
all scales, from plate-wide screening of new exploration areas down to fluid-flow behaviour
along individual fractures. From an industry perspective, good structural practice is essential
since it feeds into the quantification and recovery of reserves and ultimately underpins
commercial investment choices. Many of the fundamental structural principles and techniques
used by industry can be traced back to the academic community, and this volume aims to
provide insights into how structural theory translates into industry practice. Papers in this
publication describe case studies and workflows that demonstrate applied structural geology,
covering a spread of topics including trap definition, fault seal, fold-and-thrust belts, fractured
reservoirs, fluid flow and geomechanics. Against a background of evolving ideas, new data
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types and advancing computational tools, the volume highlights the need for structural
geologists to constantly re-evaluate the role they play in solving industrial challenges.
Current Topics in Structural Geology is a collection of invited papers on particular topics of
interest in structural geology, from field-based problems on the scale of terranes to
microstructures in nature and experiment. Contributors also explore earthquake faulting; S-C
mylonites; tectonics and hydrogeology of accretionary prisms; deformation mechanisms;
transparent polycrystals; shape and lattice preferred orientations; and mushroom-shaped
diapirs. This text is comprised of 13 chapters; the first of which introduces the reader to shallow
crustal earthquakes and the structural geology of fault zones. The first chapter also
emphasizes the seismogenic regime, strike-slip earthquake rupture processes, structural
questions posed by seismology, and mesothermal gold-quartz lodes hosted in steeply inclined
shear zones of mixed 'brittle-ductile' character. Discussion then turns to normal faulting in the
upper continental crust, along with the application of a method based primarily on fault slip
data analysis to determine paleostress in terms of orientation and magnitude. The mechanical
behavior and deformation textures of simulated halite shear zones are considered, with special
regard to the internal structures of S-C mylonites and their mechanical implications. The
remaining chapters examine the role of decollement zone in the tectonics and hydrogeology of
accretionary prisms; synkinematic microscopy of transparent polycrystals; and the origin of
metamorphic core complexes and detachment faults formed during Tertiary continental
extension in the northern Colorado River region. This book is intended primarily for students
and practitioners of structural geology.

The elucidation of the mechanisms and kinematics of shear zone deformation, at
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both local and regional scales, is the subject of a great deal of interest to
scientists in the hydrocarbon industry, in seismology, and in structural geology
more generally. This book comprises a collection of five theoretical and twelve
regional contributions to the subject from a number of leading researchers in the
field, with particular emphasis on work carried out in the Indian subcontinent. The
book will be invaluable to advances students and researchers involved in the
kinematics of shear.
Structural Analysis and Synthesis is the best-selling laboratory manual of its kind.
Specifically designed to support the laboratory work of undergraduates in
structural geology courses, the book helps students analyze the various aspects
of geological structures, and to combine their analyses into an overarching
synthesis. This book is intended for use in the laboratory portion of a first course
in structural geology. As is explicit in the title, this book is concerned with both the
analysis and synthesis of structural features. In this 4th edition, the focus of this
popular manual has been broadened to include a range of new content and
features, including: Video content which demonstrates visually how to perform
some of the more challenging structural geology techniques An
acknowledgement of the increasing importance of environmental applications of
structural geology – vital to students who may go on to pursue careers in the
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environmental sphere An increased emphasis on quantitative techniques,
complete with descriptions of computer program applications Contingent with this
quantitative emphasis, the book also outlines the limitations of such techniques,
helping students to appropriately apply the techniques and evaluate their
trustworthiness Structural Analysis and Synthesis, 4th edition is a renowned and
widely recognized aid to students in grasping and mastering the techniques
required in structural geology, and will find a home wherever the principles and
practices of structural geology are taught.
This highly illustrated student guide introduces the skills of interpreting a
geological map and relating it to the morphology of the most important types of
geological structure. Thoroughly revised, and with more international examples, it
is ideal for use by students with a minimum of tutorial supervision. Photographs
of structures are set alongside their representations on maps. The maps used in
exercises have been chosen to provide all of the realism of a survey map without
the huge amount of data often present, so that students can develop skills
without becoming overwhelmed or confused. In particular, emphasis is placed
throughout on developing the skill of three-dimensional visualization so important
to the geologist. * Successful practical guide provides a solid introduction to the
subject of geological maps * Fully revised edition includes more international
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examples to increase the breadth of your knowledge * Illustrations and end of
chapter questions make this an ideal tool to aid self-guided study
This Special Publication is a celebration of research into the Folding and
Fracturing of Rocks to mark the 50th anniversary of the publication of the seminal
textbook by J. G. Ramsay. Folding and Fracturing of Rocks summarised the key
structural geology concepts of the time. Through his numerical and geometric
focus John pioneered and provided solutions to understanding the processes
leading to the folding and fracturing of rocks. His strong belief that numerical and
geometric solutions, to understanding crustal processes, should be tested
against field examples added weight and clarity to his work. The basic ideas and
solutions presented in the text are as relevant now as they were 50 years ago,
and this collection of papers celebrates John’s contribution to structural geology.
The papers explore the lasting impact of John and his work, they present case
studies and a modern understanding of the process documented in the Folding
and Fracturing of Rocks.
This bibliography represents work done jointly by Ruth Reece King, Virginia M.
Jussen, Elisabeth S. Loud, Georgianna D. Conant, Mildred Challman, and
Eleanor H. de Chadenèdes.
A revised and expanded edition presenting a modern introduction to geometrical
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techniques used in structural geology--designed for a one-semester basic
course. Incorporating the latest techniques developed since publication of the
second edition, it includes a new chapter on thrust faults, an integrated
discussion of the accuracy of field measurements, many worked-out problems,
and a new appendix on spherical trigonometry.
This book presents more than 600 eye-catching structural geological
photographs and explanatory descriptions, from different Indian terrains. This
book will enable easy identification of deformation features, one of the most
important tasks in structural geology at the meso- and micro-scales. The book
focuses on ductile and brittle shear sense indicators. This book suits for the
undergraduate and graduate geoscience students. The book will be of
considerable interest to tectonicians and structural geologists, given the
enormous international importance of Indian terrains for exploration and other
purposes.
Since the first edition was published in 1983, this highly-regarded introductory
textbook has been used by many generations of students worldwide. It is
specifically tailored to the requirements of first or second year geology
undergraduates. The third edition has been extensively revised and updated to
include many new sections and over 50 new or redrawn illustrations. There are
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now over 220 illustrations, many incorporating a second colour to highlight
essential features. The format has been changed to enhance the visual
attractiveness of the book. The tripartite organization of the first and second
editions has been modified by combining the purely descriptive or factual aspects
of fault and fold structure in the earlier chapters with a simple treatment of
mechanisms, leaving the more geometrically complex treatment until after the
relevant sections on stress and strain, as before. Some subjects are introduced
for the first time, e.g. inversion and orogen collapse, and others have been
extensively modified, e.g. the chapter on gravity controlled structures now
emphasises modern work on salt tectonics. The last third of the book is devoted
to the wider context of geological structures and how they relate to plate
tectonics. The final two chapters have been considerably expanded and give
examples of various types of geological structures in their plate tectonic settings
in both modern and ancient orogenic belts.
Geotectonics has a special place among the geological dis ciplines. In addition to
ideas based on firmly established facts that constitute lasting scientific values,
geotectonics, as a generalizing branch of geology, embraces broad con
structions that link the planet's deep interior with its sur face and are largely of a
hypothetical character. The inter pretation of the most general matters of the
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structure and evolution of the globe varies not only from one generation of
geologists to another, but even within one generation. The interpretation depends
not only, and not so much, on the state of geological knowledge, as on the
progress of the related sciences of geophysics and geochemistry. In trying to
discover the deep-lying causes of tectonic processes, geotectonics has to unite
the results of all the Earth sci ences, converting itself to some extent from a
purely geologi cal science into a general physical geographic or geonomic
science. The fluidity of the general ideas and the need for joint consideration of
the geological, geophysical, and geochemi cal data to substantiate these ideas
are the main difficulties facing the author of a textbook on geotectonics. There is
undoubtedly, however, a need for a manual of this kind, particularly now when
the literature on the various problems of geotectonics has grown so great and so
varied in content that it is very difficult for the experienced researcher, let alone
the student, to find his way.
Following the same format as the highly successful Volume 1, Volume 2 applies
the principles of deformation to the analysis of folds and fractures. There are 13
sessions, each providing 3 hours of practical work and problems. The problems
are well-illustrated with photographs and drawings, and the solutions are
discussed in detail. All the sessions are drawn from actual geological examples
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and are extensively illustrated with photographs taken in the field and with
micrographs, giving students a feeling for what actually occurs in nature.
This instructive, engaging, highly readable manual is intended for the laboratory
portion of an undergraduate course in structural geology. Guided by students'
and instructors' suggestions, Dr Stephen Rowland and his new co-author, Dr
Ernest Duebendorfer, have refined various exercises for the second edition, and
have added discussions of numerous topics, including axial planar foliations and
the dip isogon methods of fold classification. There are also three new chapters
on: balanced cross sections; deformation mechanisms, fault kinematics and
microstructures; and plate tectonics.
The12thInternationalConferenceonMedicalImageComputingandComputerAssisted Intervention, MICCAI 2009, was held in London, England at Imperial
College during September 20–24, 2009. The venue was situated in one of Ldon's ?nest locations, adjacent to landmarks such as The Royal Albert Hall and
the Science, NaturalHistory and Victoria andAlbert Museums,with Hyde Park just
a short walk away. Over the last decade, the MICCAI conferences have become
a premier - ternational event, with papers of very high standard addressing the
multid- ciplinary ?elds of biomedical image computing, computer-assisted
intervention and medical robotics. The conference has attracted annually leading
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scientists, engineers and clinicians from a wide range of disciplines. This year,
we received a record submission of 804 papers from 36 di?- ent countries
worldwide. These covered medical image computing (functional and di?usion
image analysis, segmentation, physical and functional modelling, shape analysis,
atlases and statistical models, registration, data fusion and mtiscaleanalysis),computer-assistedinterventionsandrobotics(planning andageguidanceofinterventions,simulationandtrainingsystems,clinicalplatforms,
visualization and feedback, robotics and human–robot interaction), and clinical
imagingandbiomarkers(computer-aideddiagnosis,organ/systemspeci?cappcations, molecular and optical imaging and imaging biomarkers).
This textbook is a complete, up-to-date, and highly illustrated account of
Structural Geology for students and professionals, and includes fundamentals of
the subject with field and practical aspects. The book aims to be highly readerfriendly, containing simple language and brief introductions and summaries for
each topic presented, and can be used both to refresh overall knowledge of the
subject as well as to develop models for engineering projects in any area or
region. The book is presented in 20 chapters and divided into 3 parts: (A)
Fundamental Concepts, (B) Structures: Geometry and Genesis, and (C) Wider
Perspectives. For the first time as full chapters in a textbook, the book discusses
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several modern field-related applications in Structural Geology, including shearsense indicators, and deformation and metamorphism. Also uniquely included
are colored photographs, side by side with line diagrams, of key deformation
structures not seen in other books before now. Boxes in each chapter expand the
horizons of the reader on the subject matter of the chapter. Questions at the end
of each chapter, and detailed significance of the key structures, provide a better
grasping to students. Glossary at the end of the book is a refreshing aspect for
the readers. Though written primarily for undergraduate and graduate students,
the text will also be of use to specialists and practitioners in engineering geology,
petrology (igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic), economic geology,
groundwater geology, petroleum geology, and geophysics, and will appeal to
beginners with no preliminary knowledge of the subject.
Hardcover plus CD
This book summarizes the latest research on the structural geology of the mobile
belts of the Indian subcontinent including the Himalayas, NE Himalayas,
Bangladesh thrust belt, Andaman subduction zone, the Aravalli?Delhi, the
Central India Tectonic Zone, the Singhbhum, the Eastern Ghats and the
Southern granulite terrane. It offers essential information on deformational
structures in the mobile belt, such as folding patterns, the character of the shear
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zone, shear strain analysis, and faults, as well as fault zone rocks. The findings
presented here are based on field observations, mapping, sampling and analysis
work (e.g. petrographic studies), as well as limited geochemical and
geochronological analysis to support the findings. A discussion on the structural
evolution of these mobile belts and their connections with other belts rounds out
the coverage.
A knowledge of structural geology is fundamental to understanding the processes
by which the earth's crust has evolved. It is a subject of fundamental importance
to students of geology, experienced field geologists and academic researchers
as well as to petroleum and mining engineers. In contrast to many structural
textbooks which dwell upon geometrical descriptions of geological structures, this
book emphasises mechanical principles and the way in which they can be used
to understand how and why a wide range of geological structures develop.
Structures on all scales are considered but the emphasis of the book is on those
that can be seen on the scale of hand specimen or outcrop. Drawing on their
considerable teaching experience the authors present a coherent and lucid
analysis of geological structures which will be welcomed by a wide variety of
earth scientists.
This state-of-the-art text offers students balanced coverage of the full range of
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topics, supported by a wealth of outstanding illustrations and photographs. The
text opens with an overview of basic geologic principles that paves the way for a
better understanding of structural geology. The topics of stress and strain,
deformation mechanisms, and strain measurement provide a foundation upon
which the text's remaining coverage is built. Self-contained chapters meet
instructor's individual needs. A brief introduction to geophysical techniques,
principally seismic reflection and refraction, Earth magnetism, and gravity,
enhances a better understanding of crustal structures. This latest edition has
been revised for greater clarity and to incorporate the most current technical
information possible. *Provides balanced coverage of all topics, supported by
numerous illustrations and photographs. *An introductory review of fundamental
geologic principles and laws, geochronology, and principles of equilibrium gives
students a strong foundation and prepares them for subsequent topics. *Essays
in each chapter encourage further study in key subjects. Each chapter offers a
short section on an ad
This edited book discusses various challenges in teaching structural geology and
tectonics and how they have been overcome by eminent instructors, who
employed effective and innovative means to do so. All of the chapters were
written by prominent and active academics and geoscientists fully engaged in
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teaching Structural Geology and Tectonics. New instructors will find this book
indispensible in framing their teaching strategy. Effective teaching of Structural
Geology and Tectonics constitutes the backbone of geoscience education.
Teaching takes place not only in classrooms, but also in labs and in the field. The
content and teaching methodologies for these two fields have changed over time,
shaped by the responsibilities that present-day geoscientists are expected to
fulfill.
Structural GeologySpringer
The book provides a model for the structural evolution of the Himalaya with
relevant background information making it easily accessible to earth scientists
specializing in other areas. The book is divided into two parts: The first part
describes the basic principles of structural geology that are required to
understand the evolutionary model described in the second part. The book
incorporates some of the commonly ignored structural features, such as PreHimalayan rift tectonics, reactivation of faults, simultaneous development of folds
and thrust faults, superposed folds, strike-slip faults developed during early and
superposed deformation, problems with GPS data, erratic crustal shortening
obtained by restoration of deformed sections, etc. The proposed model is
essentially based on inversion tectonics and provides answers to some
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previously unresolved questions. It describes in detail the structure of the
Himalaya as a primary arc, with supporting evidence from model deformation
under controlled boundary conditions and anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility
studies.
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